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The objective of this program is the development of an injector/
combustion technology base for gaseous hydrogen-gaseous oxygen rocket engines.
The end product of the program will be a design guide which includes a charac-
terization of the injection process while relating high combustion performance
and injector/chamber interactions to the design variables. Mr. L. Gordon is the
NASA Lewis Research Center program manager.
In order to accomplish this objective, a six-task program is planned.
Briefly, this program is structured to investigate the gas-gas mixing process
from both an analytical and empirical viewpoint. Task I evaluates potential
injector design concepts, culminating in selection of four element concepts
worthy of further empirical investigation. Task II encompasses the fabrication,
cold and combustion flow testing, and resulting data analysis of three of the
four elements selected in Task I. The three element concepts cold flowed in
Task II will be hot-fire tested in Task III with the intent of relating the
cold flow data of Task II to the resulting single element performance and com-
p~tibility data generated in Task III. Three full-scale injectors will be
designed, fabricated, and tested in Task IV. The designs will be based on the
analytical and empirical information gathered in the preceding tasks. Data
from Task II, Task III, and Task IV will be analyzed and correlated witb the
results of Task I during Task V. These correlations will form the substance of
the design guide. Task VI includes the reporting requirements of the entire
program.
During this reporting period, the Task II hardware was fabricated; the
single-element cold flow data were generated; and the single-element hot flow
data were generated. All of the above data were reduced and a large portion
of the data was analyzed. The hot fire stand of Task III was fabricated and
is awaiting delivery of hardware. The single-element chambers were designed




A large portion of this quarter's effort was directed at obtaining and
analyzing data from prototype G0 2-GH2 injection elements. The bulk of this
testing was conducted with nonreacting propellants, N2 to simulate the 02 and
H2 . A limited number of tests were conducted in a combusting environment, with
the purpose of this testing being to evaluate the effects of combustion on cold
flow mixture ratio and mass profiles. The cold flow testing was completed in
223 tests. E and E data have been generated for these data. Analytical
m c
model correlations of these data are well under way and will be completed in
the next reporting period. The hot flow testing was completed in 36 tests;
those data have been reduced and are documented in this report.
From these data, a number of significant conclusions can be drawn. These
are listed as follows:
• Swirl and premix concepts are high m~x~ng elements,
insensitive to operating conditions.
• Triplet element potentially high performing, but
very sensitive to design and operating variables.
• Parallel sheet element promising for HIPERTHIN
application, better than doublet.
• Increased-shear elements increase m~x~ng but not
enough to warrant additional fabrication complexity.
• Coaxial element is poor mixing concept, sensitive
to operating conditions.
• Combustion does impede the mixing process.
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II. TECHNICAL PROGRESS SUMMARY
A. TASK I - INJECTOR DESIGN AND ANALYSIS
This task is complete.
B. TASK II - COLD FLOW MODEL FABRICATION
Fabrication of the various elements was completed. These elements
are illustrated in Figure 1.
A hot flow probe was constructed and the existing chamber was modified
to accommodate the hot probe at three axial stations. The probe is constructed of
three concentric tubes. The combustion sample is drawn through the center tube
and is routed to the mass spectrometer via heated tubing. The outer two tubes
form the passage for entry and return of the probe coolant fluid. In this case,
H2 at approximately 250°F is used as coolant. The high temperature is required
to ensure that the H20 present in the combustion sample will be maintained in the
vapor phase. This temperature is maintained throughout the system. All lines
and valves associated with the mass spectrometer are steam jacketed or elec-
trically heated. The hot flow chamber is also cooled with a high pressure steam
jacket.
The cold flow chamber has been modified for the hot flow testing.
Sampling bosses have been added at axial locations of 3.09, 5.15, and 7.17 in.
(7.84, 13.08, and 18.2 em) from the injector face. These locations correspond
to probe locations of 11.8, 19.7, and 27.5 ox tube diameters away from the
injector face.
The multiple elements have not been fabricated and will be committed
to fabrication after initial analysis of the single-element cold flow data.
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II, Technical Progress Summary (cont.)
C. TASK lIB - COLD FLOW MODEL TESTING AND ANALYSIS
1. Summary
During this period a significant portion of this task was
completed. The single-element testing was concluded; data reduction and analysis
programs were reduced to practice; and the analysis effort was initiated and is
nearing completion.
In addition, the hot flow testing of this program was completed.
The intent of this testing was to ascertain if combustion could influence the
cold flow mixing work. The results of this testing do indeed indicate adverse
influence on mixing profiles. In general, combustion inhibits mixing so that
increased chamber length is required to complete the mixing process.
The cold flow data have been dumped Onto master tape files.
The basic engineering unit reduction has been completed for these tests and all
tests have been reduced to the form of mass and mixture ratio profiles, complete
with E , E , and other pertinent derived parameters (e.g., velocity ratio,
m c
momentum ratio, and Rupe number). Mixtur~ ratio profiles have been
developed that relate the combustion case to the identical cold flow analog.
The engineering unit file program is discussed. This program
reduces the raw data to meaningful engineering parameters-such as weight flows,
pressures mole fractions, temperatures and pressures-and formats the resulting
data in an orderly array arranged sequentially by time and probe position.
These data are then input into the Data Analysis Computer Program (DATNAL) where
the key test analysis parameters are computed. Discussed in the bulk of this
section are the techniques by which this program yields the parametric test data:
the local mass and mixture ratio matrices, the compatibility coefficient (E ),
c
and the mixing coefficient (E ).
m
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II, C, Task lIB - Cold Flow Model Testing and Analysis (cont.)
Also included in this section is a discussion of the
technique by which these parameters are evaluated. Although base bleed flow
was utilized to suppress recirculation, a certain amount of recirculation could
not be avoided. This is manifested in an overintegration of mass. That is,
the program integrates more mass than is actually present. With base bleed,
this excess mass was typically about 50% of the incoming mass flow. This
was handled by only integrating radially to the point where the measured mass
flux equaled the integrated flux. As an additional check, the data are tested
for OfF consistency. This was established by inspection of the integrated OfF
with the test a/F. Closure within 20% was defined as being valid data.
Results of the initial data analysis are presented. The
results are in qualitative agreement with other cold flow testing conducted in
support of the APS program. The swirl coaxial is a high mixing potential
element. The increased shear element is better (higher E ) than the coaxial
m
but not as efficient as the swirler. The coaxial and increased shear element
are sensitive to design and operating point while the swirler is not (or at
least is only slightly sensitive). The external impinging triplet has potential
but is extremely sensitive to both a good mixing operating point and geometry
variables. The premix designs (both the triplet and pentad) are high mixing
potential elements and are influenced only slightly be design and operating
variables.
Also included in this quarterly report is the modeling
of the cold flow data to reduce the data to a set of equations that relate the
variables to each other and mixing efficiency. Modeling has been completed
for the coaxial, like doublet, and parallel sheet elements and the applicable
test data has been correlated. The model is based on boundary layer approximations
and has the ability to predict the effects of length, element area ratio, mixture
ratio, size, propellant temperature, and impingement angle.
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II, C, Task lIB - Cold Flow Model Testing and Analysis (cont.)
The hot flow testing was completed during the period. This
testing was conducted at one atmosphere, with the identical swirl coaxial
element tested in the cold flow portion of the program. The intent of this
testing was to ascertain if combustion influenced the data obtained in cold
flow. The results indicate that, in fact, combustion does impede the mixing
process.
2. Data Acquisition and Reduction
a. The Engineering Unit File Computer Program
The initial step in reduction of a typical cold flow test
was ~reation of a tape Engineering Unit File (E.U.F.) and paper listing.
Figure 2 shows the digital data listing for Test 122 (Run 129) of the cold test
program. The E.U.F. program operates with tape input from the master raw data
storage system. Card input to the E.U.F. program has been limited to the flow
coefficients for the oxidizer, fuel, and helium upstream critical orifices.
The E.U.F. program lists rake pressure and composition data on
the first page of the printout. The position number in column two indicates the rake
position being sampled. The composition and pressure lists indicate whether the rake
data at the time indicated are in the pressure or composition mode, "yes" being
an affirmative answer to either. The uncorrected rake delta pressure is shown
in column three. The raw signal is recorded over the linear range of the 6P
transducer and transmitted with the units psia/vo1t. Stepper position 21 records
the transducer tare (I.e., zero shift). To obtain the summary delta pressure
readings (shown on page 5 of Figure 2), the 6P tare of position 21 is subtracted
from the pressure reading of each rake position. These pressures are utilized
in the data analysis program to calculate local mass fluxes. When the composi-
tion sampling process is taking place, the mole fraction data of columns 6 to 9
(page 1) become meaningful. For the particular test shown, the ma~s spectrometer
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II, C, Task lIB - Cold Flow Model Testing and Analysis (cont.)
monitored H2 , He, N2 on channels 26 to 28, respectively. Two corrections are
made to specie mole fraction data before entering it in the E.U.F. summary table.
The raw mass spectrometer peak voltage reading (for a particular species) is
reduced according to the average voltage residual recorded during the time in
which pressure data are being sampled. That is, the mass spectrometer transmits
a small voltage reading (on the order of ten percent of a typical steady-state
peak height sample) when it is not actually sampling gas, which is subtracted
from regular composition voltage values. The second correction involves adjusting
the mole fraction data to maintain consistency with a known composition calibra-
tion gas, sampled by the mass spectrometer in Stepper Switch position 22.
Essentially, the calibration gas is utilized to calculate the constants Kl , K2 ,
and K3 in the following equation. The equation is derived from the fact that
the partial pressure of a particular species is proportional to its mole fraction
in a gaseous mixture.
where: Xl mole fraction of species one
PHI mass spectrometer peak height voltage for species one
PH2 mass spectrometer peak height voltage for species two
PH3 mass spectrometer peak height voltage for species three
When both of the aforementioned adjustments have been made, the composition data
for each rake position are entered in the E.U.F. summary table.
The remaining three columns of page 1 of Figure 2 show the
time-based test weight flows. They are calculated with the compressible sonic
f.low equation shown be 10\..7 , based on measured upstream orifice total pressures
and temperatures.
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On page 3, the remaining time-based system variables are listed. Manifold
temperatures were calculated with standard chromel-alumel thermocouple response
curves contained within the E.U.F. program. The three manifold and one chamber
pressure transducers measure gauge pressures recorded in the units millivolts/
psig, the E.U.F. program converting to psia. The remaining total and static
pressures read the rake pressure data.
The test system variables are averaged over the entire
test period and are shown at the top of the test summary page of Figure 2. The
data for each rake position are listed for both the average of the number of
samples taken with that probe and the last sample output taken with the probe.
For the test shown, only one scan was taken for each probe position. Since
steady-state pressure and composition data are obtained with the first sample,
subsequent scans are not required. The data summary as shown is stored on tape
and readily available for direct input to the data analysis program, DATNAL.
b. The Data Analysis Computer Program (DATNAL)
Following tape storage of the engineering unit file summary
block, the data analysis program computes the key test analysis parameters.
Figure 3 is a seven-page detail of the DATNAL output for Test 122 (Run 129).
DATNAL reads the engineering file for the particular test from tape. Input is
completed by card read-in of the particular element geometric variables (flow
area and injection angle).
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Parametric test data comprise the first output block of
DATNAL as shown on page 1 of Figure 3. The following block details the cal-
culated injection variables, to be used for correlative type analysis. The 24
variables listed are calculated in a separate program subroutine, based on
element flow areas, manifold temperatures and pressures, chamber pressure, and
measured mass flow rates. The continuity equation is the basis of calculation
for parameters, including injection velocity terms.
Page 2 of the DATNAL listing shows the measured 6P and
static pressure matrices. The data for the outside four radial positions was
flopped from quadrant one (bounded by the 0- and 90-degree radial positions) to
fill the nonmeasured quadrants. Figure 18 of Reference 1 shows the rake element
locations. Probe 1 lies on the zero-degree boundary, while probe 8 lies on the
ninety-degree boundary. The measured total pressure matrix is calculated by
adding corresponding terms of the delta pressure and static pressure matrices.
Pages 4, 5 and 6 of Figure 3 detail the local mass flux
and mixture ratio calculations performed in DATNAL. The local mixture ratio
matrix is calculated with the equation shown below, from the mole fraction data
obtained from the E.U.F. program.
(MF N2 \ x MWN2(O/F)L (MFH2 \ x MWH2
where: MFN2 local nitrogen mole fraction
MFH2 local hydrogen mole fraction
MWN2 molecular weight of nitrogen
MWH2 molecular weight of hydrogen
The subsonic compressible flow equation is used to calculate the local total
mass flux.
Ref. 1 Calhoon, D. F., Investigation of GH 2-G0 2 Combustion Quarterly Rpt. No.1, 11 October 1971
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II, C, Task lIB - Cold Flow Model Testing and Analysis (cont.)
w
The gaseous mixture properties (ratio of specific heats, molecular weight) used
to solve the equation are calculated based on the mole fraction data input from
the E.U.F. program. In essence, local properties are obtained for the flowing
mixture based on mass or mole weighting local nitrogen, hydrogen, and helium
properties. The local oxidizer flux and fuel matrices of page 3 were ubtained
by multiplying the respective local mass flows by the associated nitrogen and
hydrogen mass fraction, respectively. Through the first five pages of output,
DATNAL has essentially summarized the chamber flow field on a local basis.
On page 6 of the DATNAL output, the local compatibility
coefficient (E ) is displayed for the chamber flow field. E is calculated from
c c





















E is currently being calculated on a local basis only for all cold flow tests.
c
Further treatment of E will be made during the next reporting period. The
c
differences in local mass distribution inherent between cold flow tests and hot
firings make the *term in the E
c
calculation worthy of investigation. For
this reason, calculation of E may change after correlations are performed
c
between cold and hot tests. Also for the above reason, a single integrated E
c
value has not been calculated for cold flow tests to date.
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11, C, Task lIB - Cold Flow Model Testing and Analysis (cont.)
After the local mass flux and mixture ratio matrices have
been established, DATNAL characterizes the total chamber flow field. The total,
fuel, and oxidizer local mass flux matrices are integrated over the entire
chamber. Page 7 displays the integrated flow rates, values being computed from
chamber centerline through six radial positions (five rake element locations
and the wall). The integrated mixture ratio through any radial location is
calculated by dividing the integrated oxidizer flow rate by the integrated fuel
flow ~ate. Typically, integrated flow rates do not equal measured flow rates
when the entire chamber flow field is examined. Most tests are characterized by
higher than measured integrated flow rates; the reason is suspected to be
chamber recirculation zones. To characterize all cold flow tests on a common
basis, key analysis parameters are typically compared at the radial location, R.
Ris the radial location at which the integrated mass flow rate (oxidizer and
-
fuel) equals the measured flow rate. If the flow field integrates low, R is
equated to the chamber wall radius (0.75 in.).
The analysis parameters E ,N and percent c* are also
m m
shown on page 7. E is the mixing coefficient, defined by the equation below
m


















It is calculatedthe central parameter in cold flow element modeling.E is
m
for the six flow regions formed by considering each rake probe radial location
to be the outside flow streamline.
-The R E is the value
m
intra- and inter-element correlative analysis.
E is also calculated at R by interpolating
m
between the E values at the bounding radial positions.
m
which is usually utilized in
The E function and its role in analysis of the cold flow tests is more thoroughly
TIl
discussed in Section II,C,3, Data Analysis and Correlation.
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II, C, Task lIB - Cold Flow Model Testing and Analysis (cont.)
N (ETAM on page 7) is a mass-weighted mixture ratio
m




















local total mass flux (oxidizer + fuel)
measured total mass flux, lb/sec-in. 2
local mixture ratio
measured mixture ratio
number of samples in which (a/F). < (a/F)
1- 0
number of samples in which (a/F). > (a/F)
1- 0
Effectively, N indicates the mass-weighted deviation from nominal mixture
m
ratio. N is calculated through the same flow field boundaries as E •
m m
Its value at R is also characterized in the last data block on page 7 of
DATNAL. Percent nominal c* is the final analysis parameter calculated in
DATNAL. Based on a 300 psia G0 2-GH 2 propellant combination and the test
local mixture ratio matrix, a local characteristic exhaust velocity matrix
is established by interpolating with a mixture ratio versus c* data block
located in DATNAL. The local c* distribution is mass-weighted, integrated,
and divided by the total integrated mass flow rate to produce a c* value
characteristic of a particular test. Percent nominal c* is found by dividing
test c* by nominal c* at the flow field integrated mixture ratio. Percent





II, C, Task lIB - Cold Flow Model Testing and Analysis (cont.)
3. Data Analysis and Correlation
As described in the preceding paragraphs, the test data points
have been reduced through DATNAL using automated data reduction techniques.
These tests are summarized on Figure 4. Figure 4 tabulates a brief description
of the injection element design parameters, some basic operating parameters,
injection parameters, and calculated mixing efficiency parameters. Other addi-
tional correlating parameters are calculated and tabulated on individual DATNAL
output sheets for each test (see Figure 3, page 1 of 7) for more detailed
analysis and correlation but were omitted from Figure 4 for brevity and concise-
ness. Figure 4 is an informal work sheet and should be considered preliminary
data.
a. Theoretical Background
Figure 5 is a pictorial representation of the cold flow
field downstream of a typical shear coaxial element within the mixing (combustion)
chamber. A high velocity axial jet exists at the chamber axis at the injector
face plane. A null injection zone occurs immediately outboard of the active
element to the chamber half-radius. A porous (Rigimesh) injector face plate
bleeds helium from the half-radius to the chamber wall, resulting in a helium
gas velocity on the order of 4.6 meters/sec (15 fps). Due to momentum transfer
between the injected gas jet and relatively quiescent gases in the chamber, the
jet velocity decelerates and the jet boundary spreads. Although the helium
bleed is intended to suppress flow recirculation, the cold flow data indicate
it is not entirely successful in doing so. The element jet entrains a portion
of the chamber gases and accelerates it downstream. This results in an aspira-
tion effect, resulting in a low static pressure zone around the element which
creates a flow recirculating annulus between the element and helium bleed flow.
The Iwlium-rich flow is forced against the chamber wall and it also has its own
recirculation zone.
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II, C, Task lIB - Cold Flow Model Testing and Analysis (cont.)
The ideal situation would be to start integrating the
oxidizer and fuel mass fluxes at the chamber axis and proceed radially outward
until the integrated total mass flow rate (oxidizer plus fuel) identically
equals the sum of the measured oxidizer and fuel flow rates and to also have
the integrated OfF be identically equal to the measured (input) mixture ratio.
The radial position at which the integrated flow rate equals the measured flow
rate is defined as R and the mixing efficiency calculated from all the mass
contained within R is the primary choice for the data correlation.
However, since the fuel element is outboard of the oxidizer
in the coaxial, flat "I", pentad, and external impinging F-O-F triplets, the
fuel diffuses radially outward faster than the oxidizer, resulting in an inte-
grated OfF which is usually on the order of 15% higher than measured a/F. Since
E is normalized on the basis of integrated OfF, it may sometimes be desirable
m
to evaluate E at some radial position (usually outboard) other than R in which
m
the integrated OfF is closer to measured a/F. The automated data reduction
program sets all negative dynamic pressures at zero and assumes stationary flow
in the negative velocity recirculation zones because the sampling probe is not
calibrated to accurately determine the magnitude of negative dynamic heads. On
the. other hand, all positive dynamic heads are assumed to be element flow in the
forward direction and its flow rate is integrated even if it is that portion of
the recirculation zone flowing in the forward direction (see Figure 5). Thus,
it is not surprising that, if all flow in the positive direction is integrated
from the chamber axis to the wall (r = 1.9 em), the integrated mass flow rate
is on the order of 50% to 100% higher than the measured flow rate. The local
mixture ratio of probe positions beyond R and in the recirculation zone are usually
fuel rich compared to the oxidizer-rich regions near the axis. The reason can be
seen from Figure 5.
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Because of the recirculatory flow field, the simplifying
mathematical assumption of irrotational flow cannot be made to define the flow
stream function and velocity potential. However, a qualitative schematic
cartoon depicting possible "stream functions" and pseudo-equipotential "velocity
potentials" is shown on Figure 5 for clarity of discussion. The maximum velocity
potential occurs at the injection element plane. The potential function
decreases as the jet diffuses and the streamlines diverge. The potential
function decreases in a fan about the circulation point which acts like a vortex
eye in the recirculation region. The minimum potential in the recirculation
region occurs on a surface between the eye and the maximum potential surface at
the element exit. The magnitude of the step discontinuity in the velocity poten-
tial is dependent upon the strength of the vortex circulation. The latter, in
turn, is dependent on the physical spacing between the eye and jet boundary and
the reduced potential recirculation gas which is accelerated by the high velocity
potential jet through viscous shear forces. However, because of the rotational
flow circulation induced discontinuity in the velocity potential immediately
outside the element jet, a strong velocity potential gradient exists in the
radial as well as axial direction. This causes the outer gas (fue"l) stream
function to rapidly diffuse radially outward, becoming quickly entrained in the
fuel-rich recirculation zone leaving the jet core to be oxidizer-rich relative
to the measured or injected OfF. The numerical values assigned to the velocity
potentials shown on Figure 5 are shown to enhance conceptual understanding only
and are not indicative of a quantitative analysis.
Extensive effort has been taken to understand the basic
flow and mixing mechanism so that the DATNAL computer program can be modified to
the extent necessary to reflect accurate and meaningful data and injection
parameters prior to any attempt to correlate data. This was considered to be
necessary because of the large mass of data acquired on this cold flow test
program. It would be better to check the data in great detail first and acquire
high confidence in the basic data rather than attempt correlations of low confi-
dence data and encounter correlative anomalies later. With this in mind, the
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II, C, Task lIB - Cold Flow Model Testing and Analysis (cont.)
data on Figure 4 are separated into groups of variable confidence ratings.
After scanning the local mass and mixture ratio distributions at each probe
position for reasonableness on each test, the integrated OfF was compared to
the measured OfF at R; if integrated OfF is within ±20% of measured OfF at R,
the E value at Ris given a high confidence rating indicated by an asterisk
m
to the left of the test number in Figure 4. Of course, this assumes R is a
reasonable value consistent with similar element types, thrust per element (F/E)
and axial position (L/D). Furthermore, the E at R is compared vs E values
m m
evaluated at other nearby radial positions to check the sensitivity of E to
m
assumed radial boundary.
If these conditions are not satisfied, it may be preferable
to evaluate E at another radial boundary where the integrated OfF is closer to
m
the measured a/F. A second condition of acceptability was selected for which
integrated OfF is within +10% of measured OfF and the integrated oxidizer plus
fuel flow rate is within +25% of measured flow rates. If this condition is
satisfied, the data point is likewise indicated by an asterisk. On some tests,
the integrated OfF is always biased higher or lower than the measured OfF at all
radial positions. Nevertheless, the data are considered acceptable if the
between 90% to 100% and does not
a wide range of radii, it is indi-
deviation from perfect mixing (1 - E ) varied by less than +10% at all reasonable
m
50% ± 5%, 80% ± 2%, 90% ± 1%, etc., at any radius.radial boundaries; e.g., if E =
m
A fourth condition of acceptability is if Em is
vary by more than ±1% from a nominal value over
cated by an asterisk.
All tests marked by an asterisk on Figure 4 are considered
to be sufficiently accurate or insensitive to variation that they may be con-
sidered ready for data correlation. Some tests are characterized by widely
varying values of E which are usually indicative of radial mixture ratio varia-
m
tions. Since the uncertainty associated with these tests may prejudice the data
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II,C, Task lIB - Cold Flow Model Testing and Analysis (cont.)
correlations a tentiative compromise value or a "most probable" value is
indicated by an open diamond symbol (~ ) to the left of tre test number column
on Figure 4. These values when used in any potential correlation, are specially
marked and viewed with suspicion until they are compared with similar elements,
similar test conditions, similar L/D, etc., until the credibility of their
data is established. The values in Figure 4 have been treated in this manner
and represent the best possible value for that particular test.
b. Cold Flow Data Analysis
The pertinent cold flow data of this program have been
reduced by the techniques discussed earlier in this report. The resulting
data are displayed in graphical form in Figures 6 through 42. The first four figures
are summary graphs of ERE for all injectors as a function of thrust per element
(FIE), length, element area ratio (Af/A
o
)' and mixture ratio (O/F). The
remaining figures depict compatibility and mixing efficiency at a detailed level
by element type.
The effect of sample position in LID, where D is the
oxidizer orifice diameter or equivalent diameter is shown in Figure 5 for the
area ratio one, mixture ratio four point elements. The overall characteristics
of the elements are as expected, increasing E with increasing lengeh. The
m
swirl coaxial, premix pentad, and triplet are grouped together at high mixing
efficiencies. The coaxial element has the lowest E of any element tested on
m
this basis. The remaining elements group between the extremes of the shear
coaxial and the swirl coaxial elements. When these elements are compared on a
thrust/element basis, the same effects are noted (See Figure 7); i.e., the premix
designs and the swirl coaxial element are high performing elements while the
shear coaxial is a low performing element. With the exception of the swirl
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coaxial element, the data trends are in the expected direction, reduced mixing
with larger elements. The swirl coaxial element maximizes at 20 lb/element.
It would appear that the fuel annulus size and radial oxidizer momentum are
related. It is also interesting to note that the parallel sheet element mixes
better than the like doublet elements over the thrust range tested in this
program. In addition, the parallel sheet element at low (3 lbf [13 Newtons])
approaches the mixing efficiency of the best elements. For small thrust/
element injectors (such as HIPERTHIN), these data indicate that the parallel
sheet element is a viable element concept.
Area ratio influences for the basic element concepts are
illustrated in Figure 8. Both shear mixing elements, the coaxial and increased
shear element decrease in performance as area ratio is increased. It should be
noted that the area ratio was varied by changing only the fuel geometry. The
oxidizer diameter was held constant. The trends noted in Figure 8 are,
therefore, not unexpected. Decreasing area ratio is in the direction of both
smaller fuel annulus widths and higher velocity ratios--both effects which
analytically are predicted to lead toward increased mixing efficiency. The swirl
coaxial and premix designs are insensitive to area ratio influences, an effect
that is somewhat surprising for the premix case. Cold flow testing by ALRC on
an element design similar to the premix triplet design revealed that mixing
efficiency was significantly impacted by orifice geometry changes. See Reference R
for these data. Although the single-element injectors of both these series were
similar,two important geometry differences are evident. The mixing cup length of
this program was significantly longer than that of Reference 2. For this pro-
gram, cup depths ranged from 1.15 to 4.75 L/D, where L is the cup depth and D
is the oxidizer hole diameter. For the program of Reference 2, the ratio, on
the same basis, was 0.1. The increased mixing cup depth forces mixing and
therefore attenuates the effects of area ratio and mixture ratio variations.
Also geometry was varied for rectangular fuel orifice shapes only, no I fu~l
channels were investigated on this program. Referring again to Figure 8, note that
external impinging triplet data are very sensitive to area ratio influences,
Ref. 2 - Kors, D. L., Calhoon, D. F., Gaseous Oxygen/Gaseous Hydrogen Injector
Element Modeling, AlAA Paper No. 71-674, June 14-18, 1971
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optimizing at an AflA
o
of 1.25. This element type, in general, is sensitive
to most geometry and hydraulic variations.
The effect of mixture ratio on E is illustrated
m
in Figure 9. Again, the swirl coaxial and premix designs are reasonably
insensitive to this influence, while the shear coaxial element decreases in
efficiency as a function of increasing mixture ratio. The remaining element
types exhibit only a small parametric change.
Detailed parametric curves of the coaxial family of
elements are illustrated in Figures 10 through 19. Included in this family
are the shear, increased shear, and swirl coaxial elements. Figure 10 compares
these elements on a length basis (LID), where D is the oxidizer tube diameter.
The effect of increased shear area and swirl is evident. These elements are
compared on a mixture ratio basis in Figure 11, the swirl coaxial showing no
influence and the shear and increased shear coaxial decreasing in efficiency
with increasing mixture ratio. This effect is due to an increased V influence.
The effects of area ratio (or fuel slot width) for these elements are illus-
trated in Figures 12, 13 and 14. In general, decreasing area ratio is in the
direction of increased E for the three coaxial type elements. The swirl co-
m
axial data in Figure 14 indicate an optimum in thrust size at 15 Ibflelement
(67 Newtons /element). This indicates that the radial component of momentum
and the physical size are related or that there is a fuel momentum to oxidizer
radial momentum ratio which produces optimum mixing. These effects are being
investigated and will be reported in the next report period. The effect of swirl
magnitude for various area ratio elements is illustrated in Figure 15. These
data indicate that rather large changes in potential performance can be obtained
with a rather moderate amount of oxidizer radial momentum.
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The effect of lower propellant temperature on Em is
shown in· Figure 16. With the exception of the swirler data, E increases with
m
decreasing temperature. This trend is contrary to hot-fire data generated
with ACPS size hardware, 1500 lbf on Contract NAS 3-14352. These data re-
sulted in a significant reduction in performance when tested with cold
propellants. The resulting conclusion is that the temperature influence
noted in hot testing results from the combustion influence on the mixing/
reaction processes.
The compatibility characteristics of the three elements
are indicated in Figures 17 through 19. Here, the compatibility is defined
as being proportional to the local mixture ratio measured at the edge of the
flow field,(O/F)L nominalized by the overall integrated OfF (O/F)i' The open
symbols are the worst (most oxidizer-rich) OfF measured at the flow field
boundary, the closed the best (most fuel-rich), and the half-open the average
value. The resulting data band accounts for circumferential variation in the
element flow field. Inspection of Figure 17, where the coaxial and swirl coaxial
elements are compared on the above basis, reveals that in the near zone (close
to the injector face) the coaxial element is benign as compared to the swirler.
This effect was noted in combustion testing of full-scale hardware in Contract
NAS 3-14354. In this testing with comparable chambers, the near zone heat flux
using a swirler element was higher than the equivalent coaxial element. As a
function· of Af/A
o
' the coaxial element becomes more benign with increasing area
ratio (see Figure 19). This fuel rich boundary is reflected in the low E data
m
for this element, which was previously discussed. In general, those elements
that exhibit high potential compatibility suffer from a low mixing rate.
An equivalent data set for the premix designs is illus-
trated in Figures 20 through 27. With the exception of length, these elements
are relatively insensitive to design and operating variables. As discussed
earlier, the fact that they are insensitive is somewhat surprising and can be
attributed to mixing cup depths that attenuated the expected differences.
The compatibility variations are not negligible as shown in Figures 25, 26 and 27.
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Large differences in maximum and minimum local OfF indicate a streak potential.
Note, for the premix triplet in Figure 26, that increasing the element width ratio
tend to stratify the flow field. This can be explained by considering the geometry of
the injector pattern. At a narrow fuel slot width, the available fuel momentum
is concentrated on the center of the oxidizer stream, penetrating the bulk of
the oxidizer and resulting in a homogenous flow field. As this penetration is
reduced, the fuel, rather than penetrating the oxidizer stream, displaces it
radially. The net effect is to form an edge condition that is alternately fuel
and oxidizer rich at 90-degree intervals. The pentad element does not appear to
be as sensitive because the available momentum of anyone fuel stream is only
half of the equivalent triplet. In no case does the pentad completely penetrate
the oxidizer stream and, in general, always tends to displace rather than
penetrate. The streaking characteristics of the Af/A
o
= 1.0 triplet element
can be attenuated by reducing the fuel momentum. This is illustrated in
Figure 27, where the observed streak characteristic was modified by reduced
momentum as the fuel orifice area was increased at a constant mixture ratio.
Data similar to those presented earlier for the premix and
shear designs are found for the like doublet element in Figures 28 through 32.
Particular attention should be directed at Figures 28, 29 and 30, where the
element spacing effects are parametrically illustrated. These data
indicate that an optimum is found at a fuel to oxidizer spacing of 0.1 in.
(0.254 em). Element spacing lower than the optimum have lower mixing efficiency
because, when the elements are close together, the primary fans interact strongly
forming secondary fans. These fans are nonhomogenous in nature with fuel on one
side of the fan and oxidizer on the other. When the doublet spacing is larger
than the optimum value, mixing is inhibited simply because the elements are too
far apart. Compatibility of this element, as shown in Figure 32 was not good
since large circumferential variations in OfF or streaks were measured.
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Data for the parallel sheet elements are found in
Figures 33 through 37. As a function of length, thrust/element, and propellant
temperature, the data appear to be well behaved and sho~ the expected trends.
As a function of OfF, the data increase in mixing efficiency, contrary to
the trend of the similar coaxial element. Compatibility effects are as ex-
pected: wide OfF variations with (O/F)L depending on which side the element
is probed.
The external impinging F-O-F triplet data are depicted
in Figures 38 through 41. In general, this element configuration is very sen-
sitive to all operating and geometry variables. Refer to Figure 38 where
mixing efficiencies for various impingement angles and area ratios as a function
of thrust/element are depicted. At the 15 lbf level, the extreme sensitivity
of mixing efficiency with impingement angle is noted. One also notes that area
ratio influences are optimized in the 1.0 to 1.25 Af/A
o
range. These data are
cross plotted in Figures 39 and 40. Referring to Figure 39, one notes that
the Af/A
o
= 0.96 mixing efficiency increases dramatically with impingement angle.
Inspection of the detailed flow field reveals that, as the radial momentum
component is increased by increasing the impingement angle, increased penetra-
tion of the axial oxidizer jet occurs, thus yielding a more homogenous flow
field. However for the area ratio = 0.50 data, a contrary trend is noted.
In this case, overpenetration is achieved and increasing the impingement angle
only amplifies the excess penetration of the fuel. Mixing was also determined
to be a strong function of mixture ratio coupled with impingement angle. On
the fuel-rich side of the optimum, overpenetration occurred; on the oxidizer-
rich side, underpenetration occurred (See Figure 41). In general, the com-
patibility of this element is expected to be poor. Figure 42 indicates the
degree and magnitude of the potential compatibility problem for the overpene-
trated oxidizer jet. The entire flow field boundary is oxidizer rich and varies
widely in the circumferential direction.
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c. Mathematical Cold Flow Model Analysis
Approximate first order mathematical models are being
developed to describe the fundamental mixing processes for the various basic
element types. The solutions from these mathematical models can then be used
to correlate the interdependent effects of primary design parameters and
operating conditions on the various element mixing efficiencies and element
compatibility characteristics. Approximate models have been completed for the
shear coaxial element, like doublet element, and parallel sheet element. These
models are able to predict the following experimental cold flow effects:
(1) The effect of progressively increasing axial displacement
(L' or LID) on maximum measured dynamic head and maximum
deviation from equilibrium specie concentration on the
element centerline.
(2) The effect of injector OIF variation.
(3) The effect of fuel to oxidizer orifice area ratio, Af/Ao'
(4) The effect of fuel to oxidizer injection dynamic head
(6P f !L\Po ) ratio.
(5) Effect of varying element size, FIE.
(6) Effect of propellant temperature, Tp '
(7) Effect of impingement angle, 8.
(1) Physical Basis for Mathematical Model
Formulation
The cold flow tests were conducted with three distinct
gaseous species. The fuel element flows actual H2 . The oxidizer element uses
N.) tl' Sil1\llL:lt~' l),). 1\ lI~'liul\1 bll'ed flow is superimposed atop the two active
Pl'l)p~'lLants :ll,'L'\"~ to suppress elel1\t'nl recirculation. 1\ state of perfectly
uniform mixing (E = 1.00) can be defined by a gas mixture distribution in which
III
all three gas species are in equilibrium in a fixed, relative proportion
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(constant a/F) at all points. This is the equilibrium mole fraction that each
gas specie must asymptotically approach in an infinite length chamber. At the
exit of the fuel and oxidizer element orifices, the initial composition must
be 100% mole fraction of HZ and NZ ' respectively. At the element exit, Em 0
(by definition).
In the first approximation, the rate of change of E
m
from 0 to 100% is determined by the mathematical mixing model. Early in the
cold flow data analysis effort, it was noted that the empirical rate of change
of species mole fraction from its 100% pure initial value to its asymptotic
equilibrium value was directly proportional to the rate of change in local
element dynamic head, starting from its initial injection value to its asymptotic
uniform negligible value. The above merely proved that the empirical mass trans-
fer rate was found to be directly proportional to the momentum transfer rate.
The latter was calculated analytically by assuming initial potential flow
characteristics at the element exit and using classical simplified boundary
layer solutions to calculate the downstream momentum transfer (dynamic head
dissipation) rate. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that, if the analytical
model can predict the rate of change of element dynamic head and species composi-
tion which is empirically measured, the significant parameters in the analytical
solution can likewise correlate the empirical rate of change in the mixing
distribution.
All of the elements tested on this program utilize
sharp edge inlet orifices to minimize fabrication cost. Since all elements tested
fit into a single injector/chamber fixture, they all have nearly constant orifice
length. Therefore, the variation in F/E tested results in widely varying
element LID. Thus, as a preliminary step to the mathematical model formulation,
it was necessary to conduct an element hydraulic analysis to define the actual
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flow characteristics. The automated DATNAL computer program utilized the
geometric orifice area and assumed that both fuel and oxidizer discharge coeffi-
cients, CDf and CD
o
= 1.00. This was done for expedience since the data
reduction and DATNAL analyses had to be performed prior to the empirical data
correlation and CD's were not available at that time.
The element CD is calculated theoretically based upon
the physical contraction coefficient at the vena contracta (C ), orifice
co
Reynolds number, and orifice L/D using the mathematical hydraulic model developed
in Reference R and using the method eluded to in Reference R. These values of
CD are then used to define an average effective element injection velocity which
is related to the injection velocity originally calculated on the DATNAL program
by the equation below.





Strictly speaking, the actual injection velocity on
the element centerline is inversely proportional to the physical contraction
coefficient at the vena contracta (C .), resulting in a higher local velocityCal ..
than that calculated by Equation (1). Elsewhere, the local injection velocity
is less than ViJ ' but to consider the detail injection velocity and mass profile
with boundary layer effects results in an unnecessarily complex mathematical
solution without significantly enhancing the overall results. Therefore, using
the effective CD squares off the actual injection velocity profile, permitting
it to be replaced by an equivalent potential flow jet at the injector face.
By definition, the injection dynamic head is calculated as follows:
PDo.
l




This verifies the accuracy of the predicted hydraulic
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For simple cylindrical orifices drilled in a flat
plate with moderate LID, the theoretically calculated injection dynamic head is
in close agreement with the empirical injection ~P measured from the injection
manifold pressure to P .
c
analyses. However, long LID elements, swirler coaxial elements, internal
premix triplet and pentad elements, and other special cases must have their
experimental injection ~P's reduced by the pressure losses attributed to
friction, internal expansion, and turbulent dissipation to provide an accurate
measure of corrected injection dynamic head at the injector face.
The element hydraulic analysis results were used to
define the injection velocity, injection dynamic head, and effective element
area at the initial starting point at the element exit. Downstream from the
injector face boundary layer, growth rates were calculated to predict the rate
of change of local dynamic head and species composition. These mathematically
predicted trends were then plotted and compared with the empirical data to
verify the significance of the primary design and operating parameters.
(2) Mathematical Mixing Models for Various
Element Types
First order analytical approximations have been
completed for the various shear and viscous mixing elements. A brief summary of
their mathematical development is described in the following subsections.
(a) Shear Coaxial Element
The shear coaxial element is mathematically
characterized by a circular jet of effective diameter cD
l/2
. D with a con-
o 0
centric annular fuel orifice surrounding it. The effective fuel annulus width
is t f = 1/2 CDf (Df2 - Dfl ). The fuel hydraulic diameter is calculated using
the standard relationship,
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4 'IT 2 2[4 (Df2 - Dfl)]DH 'IT(Df2 + Dfl) (Df2 - Dfl)
(3)
f
where: Df2 outer fuel annulus diameter
Dfl inner fuel annulus diameter
The diameter-based Reynolds number is calculated for both fuel and oxidizer






The Reynolds number for gas/gas propellants is on the order of 105 so that the











t f R 0.2eDHf
where:
°
velocity boundary layer thickness
R oxidizer radius (l/2 D )
0 0
t f fuel annulus width, 1/2 (Df2 - Dfl)
Equations (5) and (6) above can evaluate the relative velocity boundary layer
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To be exact, the injection velocity profile has
to be integrated to simultaneously satisfy the momentum and continuity equations
in the manner described in Reference R. However, for mathematical simplicity,
the assumption can be made that the initial potential flow diameter is reduced
radially inward at the same rate that the boundary layer grows radially outward.
Then a reduced oxidizer potential flow boundary coefficient, Cb , can be defined
by










Next, it is approximated that the local oxidizer velocity profile in the boundary
layer varies linearly from VOJ at Cb to zero velocity at Cc as shown schematically
in Figure 43. The momentum transfer (dynamic head dissipation) rate can now be
calculated by integrating the dynamic head throughout the local velocity profile.
!R ~
I J 0 V 2), JPD(L) .. (1/2 21Trdr2 P0 oJC 'rrR ( 0c 0
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c
Using the definition of injection dynamic head from Equation (2), the local to
initial dynamic head ratio is
C 2 [1 _(~: (2]b
Pn(L) Cb
3C - C - 2 - - 4/3
c b C
c (9)-+ ~12Pn C rIC -c b l0 L c J
Once the dynamic head ratio is mathematically accounted for, the local oxidizer








local mole fraction of oxidizer propellant
equilibrium mole fraction of oxidizer propellant based on
overall OIF and helium flow rate
To make the mathematical solution computationally
tractable for manual calculation, it was discovered that the initial dynamic head
decay could be adequately approximated by neglecting the contribution to the
total dynamic head in the boundary layer. This is mathematically handled by
neglecting the second term in the right-hand member of Equation (9) and simpli-
fying it to
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[;c;- - a IR ]2
000
[~ + a IR ]2
000
(11)
The analytically predicted local dynamic head
using the approximation of Equation (11) is plotted on Figure 44 vs LID for the
67 Newton (15 lbf) shear coaxial element. The experimental oxidizer dynamic
head measured on the element axis using probe number 6 is shown for comparison.
Figure 44 shows that, in spite of the many gross mathematical approximations
which were made, the calculated dynamic head decay rate based on a viscous
boundary layer mechanism closely approximates the experimental trend.
Likewise, the maximum measured oxidizer mole
fraction on the coaxial element axis is plotted on Figure 45 vs the analytically
predicted local composition using Equations (10) and (11). Again, the mathe-
matically predicted N2 composition profile provides an adequate first order
approximation to the measured local compositions.
The mathematical treatment of the annular fuel
dynamic head dissipation rate is conceptually similar using the boundary layer
solutions except for differences in the boundary conditions which are dictated
by the fuel orifice geometry. First of all, Equation (6) shows that the fuel
hydraulic diameter is used in the Reynolds number and LID terms in the right
member but the geometric annulus dimension is used for the denominator in the
left member. A second difference is that the fuel viscous drag dissipates itself
in two directions: radially inward toward the oxidizer and radially outward
toward the chamber wall. Furthermore, since t f is generally much less than
1/2 Df , the boundary layer expansion occurs two-dimensionally for the fuel rather
than radially as for the circular oxidizer element. Therefore, the annular fuel
boundary coefficient and contraction coefficients comparable to Equations (7)
and (8) must be redefined as follows:
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The dynamic head associated with the two-
dimensional annular fuel velocity profile described by Equations (12) and (13)
\vas numerically integra ted. The solution is shown on Figure 46. Because the
fuel element potential flow width is narrow in comparison to the oxidizer,
1/2 eDf (Df2 - Dfl ) « /CDo x Do' and because the fuel drag occurs on two surfaces
instead of one, a numerical comparison of Equation (12) with Equation (7) shows
that the fuel potential core is dissipated in much shorter axial distances from
the injector face than the oxidizer. At axial distances greater than the criti-
cal length when fuel Cb = 0, Figure 47 characterizes the local to initial fuel
dynamic head ratio. The calculated fuel dynamic head profile is also shown on
Figure 44. It is obvious that the calculated fuel dynamic head dissipation rate
occurs considerably faster than for the oxidizer. The experimental dynamic
pressure downstream of the fuel annulus was not available for direct comparison
with the analysis. This is because the midpoint of the fuel annulus occurs on a
0.092-in. radius and the nearest experimental probes are on a O.12S-in. radius.
Near the injector face where the gradients are steep, the 0.033-in. radial
mismatch is significant in comparison with the fuel annulus dimension
(t f = 0.028 in.). Nevertheless, for lack of better data, the eight probes on
the 0.12S-in. radius were averaged as a measured lower limit of the fuel dynamic
head.
Likewise, the calculated fuel mole fraction
profile is plotted on Figure 4S, and the 0.12S-in. radius probe measured composi-
tions were averaged and plotted with the full realization that the actual maximum
fuel mole fraction might be somewhat higher than shown.
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It should be remembered that, near the injector
face, the radial dynamic head gradient and species gradient are very steep. A
devintion as small as one probe diameter from perfect concentricity between
the element centerline and the probe measurement position could significantly
influence the measured data. Thus, it is probable that the real (undetected)
data may actually be in better agreement with the analytical prediction than the
experimentally measured data shown in Figures 44 and 45. Therefore, it can be
concluded that the viscous boundary layer solutions provide an acceptable
theoretical model of the shear coaxial mixing rate as a function of length.
Another operating parameter which was
analytically evaluated was the influence of OfF on the mixing rate for a constant
injection element geometry and fixed L/D. The 67 Newton (15 lbf) shear coaxial
element was evaluated at L/D = 7 for OfF = 2.0, 4.0, and 6.5. At low OfF, the
fuel to oxidizer injection dynamic head ratio increases and, at high OfF, it
decreases. The previously developed shear coaxial model was applied to the
mixture ratio survey tests. It was found that the measured fuel and oxidizer
dynamic head variation with OfF variation was reasonably approximated. The fuel
and oxidizer mole fractions predicted by Equation (10), however, were signifi-
cantly in error. At low OfF, the oxidizer mole fraction was overpredicted and
the fuel mole fraction was underpredicted. The opposite occurred at high a/F.
After considerable thought, the following explanation was conceived.
Throughout the above model development, the fuel
and oxidizer elements were treated independently as if each were acting alone.
Then the solutions were superimposed to infer overall mixing influences. In
reality, the two solutions must be coupled and the interaction of one must be
considered on the ~ther. Equation (10) is only valid upstream of the point
where the oxidizer and fuel boundary layers initially come into contact. Down-
stream of this point, the two jets combine to act as one. The contribution of
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each to the resultant jet must be proportional to their respective mole fractions
since mixing occurs on a molecular basis. Since the rapid mixing zone near the
injector face is controlled by Newton's equations of motion, the primary nor-
malizing parameter must be the injection dynamic head since this provides the
mixing potential. Therefore, define an equivalent injection dynamic head, PDE ,













After a combination of analytical considerations,
plus empirical trial and error, it was determined that the fuel and
oxidizer compositions could best be correlated by the following equation:
X. (L)
1 .
(1.000 - X. )1,eq (15)
The reason that the OfF = 4 data shown on
Figure 45 did not require the equivalent dynamic head ratio term is because the
oxidizer and fuel injection dynamic heads were 6.3 and 6.8 psi, respectively.
Using Equ;ltlon (14), I'DI': = 6.7 psia and the factor is close to unity for both
tl1l~ ,':ddL::L'l" and flll'\ l:l)11lpositil)llS and was not missed.
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The problem with the shear coaxial element is
that the fuel jet is diffused much faster and approaches the equilibrium fuel
composition at a much faster rate than the oxidizer. This always results in an
oxidizer-rich core region which is the greatest obstacle to achieving high E .
m
Therefore, to achieve high mixing efficiency, the analytical model dictates the
necessity of accelerating the oxidizer diffusion rate and retarding the fuel
dispersion rate. The analytical model predicts that this can only be done by
reducing the oxidizer injection dynamic head and increasing the fuel injection
dynamic head as required by Equation (15). In practice, this is achieved by
either operating at low OfF or decreasing Af/A
o
' The experimental data shown
on Figures 8 and 11 confirm both analytical predictions.
Since the mass diffusion rate can be analytically
described by viscous boundary layer solutions, all element design parameters and
operating conditions are either automatically accounted for or implied in such
parameters as the Reynolds number, L/D, propellant density, viscosity and
molecular weight, pressure, temperature, orifice geometry, weight flow rate,
mixture ratio, injection dynamic heads, injection velocity, etc.
It has been adequately demonstrated that, when
the test design parameters and operating conditions are properly described in
the mathematical model, the model will quantitatively predict the experimentally
measured mixing efficiency trends. Therefore, it stands to reason that, if any
single design parameter or single variation in operating condition is parametri-
cally analyzed by the mathematical model while holding all other parameters
constant, the model must be able to predict the trend which can be expected by
the real world variation on tile element mixing characteristics.
The one-to-one correspondence between analyti-
cally predicted mixing profiles and the experimental cold flow mixing data as
shown in Figure 48 demonstrates the practical utility of developing an
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approximate mathematical mixing model to correlate and better understand the
experimental data. Much higher confidence can be placed in correlations which
have a logical theoretical basis because the model can be used to evaluate
subtle second and third order effects on the design extrapolation which would
otherwise be neglected if based only on empirical first order correlations.
(b) Like-on-Like Doublet Element
The like-on-like doublet element incorporates
both impingement and shear principles. The impingement momentum is mathemati-
cally characterized to describe a gaseous potential flow spray fan similar to
a conventional liquid propellant spray fan. Viscous boundary layer effects are
assumed to occur on the spray fan surfaces and the two solutions are coupled.
A like doublet is mathematically characterized
by equal stream diameters, equal density, equal injection velocity and momentum
from the opposing orifices. Thus, the spray fan is symmetrical. If the
resultant spray fan is initially analyzed as a bounded potential core, the spray




a = sin (tan e)
a = spray fan half angle
e impinging doublet half angle (8 < n/4 radian)
(16)
From continuity considerations, the potential
core local spray fan thickness can be shown to be
4 (LID) cos 8 tan a
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where: t = potential flow spray fan thicknessf
The width of the spray fan is 2L tan a.
The potential spray fan surfaces are acted upon
by viscous forces. The flat plate turbulent boundary layer solution shows that
0.375 L (18)
The viscous effects on the narrow edges of the
spray fan can be neglected. However, there is a critical LID at which the
velocity boundary layers acting from both of the flat surfaces on the spray fan
become equal to the potential flow spray fan thickness. Equating Equation (17)
to twice Equation (18), the critical LID is
L TICD ReD
0.2
crit (19)D 3 cos e tan a
TICD D
t f . 4 (L . /D) e tan a,m1.n cos
crl.
or
3D (20)t . 0.2f ,min 4 ReD
Max spray fan width = 2L
crit tan a
Equation (19) shows that increasing the orifice
CD or Reynolds number will increase the critical LID, whereas increasing the
doublet impingement half angle decreases it. Equation (20) shows that the
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minimum equivalent potential spray fan thickness is directly proportional to the
orifice diameter (implies F/E and injection dynamic head influence) and inversely
proportional to the one-fifth power of Reynolds number. The physical signifi-
cance of the minimum potential spray fan thickness is as follows. When the
viscous boundary layer effects propagate all the way through the potential fan,
the normal impingement component of the .doub1et injection momentum which was
assumed to cause the fan spreading rate has been largely dissipated. Therefore,
beyond L . the potential core is assumed to be limited to a pure axial dis-
crlt
placement. The experimental test data support this simplified asymptotic
mathematical approximation.
Compare calculated 6 from Equation (18) with
potential thickness, t f , defined by Equation (17) if L < L . In that case,crit
(22)
(23)




If L > L ., use 26 from Equation (18) andtf .crlt ,mln
from Equation (20) in conjunction with Figure 47 to predict Pn/P
no
' In either
case, the calculated Pn/P
no
ratio can be used with Equation (15) to predict the
axial mole fraction profile.
The above like doublet model explains the
empirically observed effect of axial length variation shown in Figure 49. It
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The only test variation which has not yet been
adequately characterized by the mathematical model has been the effect of
variable spacing between doublet pairs. It is suspected that doublet spacing
affects the fuel/oxidizer fan interaction and the actual secondary impingement
fan deformation and distortion in the real world has not yet been characterized
mathematically. However, the empirical data show this is probably a second
order effect (see Figure 29) and its accurate model development has been deferred
due to lack of funds.
(c) Parallel Sheet Element
The parallel sheet element was evaluated for
potential HIPERTHIN injector applications. An actual HIPERTHIN element was not
cold flow tested for two reasons. Its manufacturing cost is higher on a small
scale test element because of the relatively extensive fabrication setup in com-
parison to a single interchangeable machined orifice plate for the other
elements tested. The second reason is that, because of its normally small
element size, the cold flow distribution would have to be tested much closer to
the injector face to be realistic. If this were done, a completely new set of
instrumentation would have been required to sample the data. The parallel sheet
element was tested at F/E = 222 Newtons (50 lbf) and 13 Newtons (3 lbf). This
was done for ease of testing with the expectation that the results could be
extrapolated down to a HIPERTHIN scale.
Mathematically speaking, the parallel sheet element
should be the simplest element to model based on viscous boundary layer growth
rates. However, the theoretical hydraulic analysis revealed that, because of the
60° contracting mitre bend in the fuel orifice plate, the resulting fuel stream
was canted 0.57 radian (33°) and 0.37 radian (21°) toward the axial oxidizer jet
in the high and low thrust elements, respectively. The experimental cold flow
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distribution data confirm that the fuel was indeed canted by some unknown angle
toward the oxidizer. Furthermore, because the oxidizer manifold inlet diameter
was smaller than the high thrust parallel sheet oxidizer element widest dimension,
the oxidizer jet only effectively filled approximately one-half the geometric
oxidizer width. The local species distribution data, local dynamic head data,
and overall oxidizer element 6P data conclusively confirmed this effect.
Therefore, although the geometric AflA ratio was unity, the actual ratio was
. a
closer to two because of halving CD' Another factor to consider is that, in
a
actual practice, a HIPERTHIN injector would have a multitude of adjacent elements
surrounding and interacting with it. The tested single cold flow element only
had an opposite propellant on one side, leaving the other side unconstrained to
diffusion. The results of the above deviations from ideal parallel sheet design
were included in the mathematical model formulation.
Based on the calculated hydraulic behavior of
the parallel sheet elements as actually tested, its descriptive model is a com-
bination of partial parallel sheet and partial unlike impinging doublet
characteristics. The canted fuel stream caused the formation of a weakly
divergent spray fan and, consequently, some fan spreading and potential spray
fan thinning with increasing L. The like doublet equations derived in
Section II,C,3,c,(2)(b) can be modified to describe unlike doublet characteristics
if 8, the effective 'impingement half angle, is taken to be the effective angle
between the initial injected angle and the resultant hydraulic momentum angle,
and the problem is treated like a mirror image for the oxidizer and fuel relative
to itself. Otherwise, the basic concept of the mathematical model equations
previously described for the shear coaxial and like-on-like doublet elements
were used to describe the parallel sheet elements.
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II, C, Task lIB - Cold Flow Model Testing and Analysis (cont.)
Variations in axial length, OfF, F/E, and
propellant temperature were mathematically evaluated. Initially, there was
some deviation noticed between measured and predicted rates of change in the
species mole fractions. After a period of analytical reasoning and pondering
over the physical situation, the following modification was evaluated in the
predicted species mole fraction equation.
X. (L)
1
X.l,eq (1. 000 - X. )l,eq (24)
In going from Equation (10) to Equation (15), the addition of the (PDi/PDE ) ratio
was empirically justified on the basis that it accounted for interprope11ant
interactions. In going further from Equation (15) to Equation (24), the inter-
action term was raised to the exponent f. The term f is the ratio of the common
fuel-oxidizer wetted perimeter available for interpropellant interaction
divided by the total fuel or oxidizer wetted perimeter available for diffusion
and shear mixing. For example, in the low F/E parallel sheet element, the fuel
and oxidizer elements were at equal width. Neglecting end effects on the 10:1
aspect ratio slot, both the oxidizer and fuel f exponents were set equal to 0.5
since only half (side facing each other) of their total perimeter is available
for interaction. In the high thrust parallel sheet element, the oxidizer f is
equal to 0.5 because of the side facing the fuel. The fuel f parameter, however,
is only equal to 0.25 because only the center half of the side facing the
oxidizer element is interacting due to the hydraulic inlet restricted oxidizer
element width. When Equation (24) was applied to all the parallel sheet element
mathematical models, consistency between measured and predicted mole fractions
was considerably improved. With this change, the model was able to success-
fully predict the empirical effects of L, OfF, F/E, and T variations.p
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II, C, Task lIB - Cold Flow Model Testing and Analysis (cont.)
These parallel sheet elements illustrate a special
situation in which the quality of the pure analysis would probably be better than
the quality of the experimental data. If the mathematical model were used to
evaluate nonimpinging element characteristics in which both the fuel and oxidizer
gas jets were truly parallel and the multiple element interactions were considered
with purely viscous drag induced diffusion mechanisms, the mathematically pre-
dicted mixing efficiency would probably be more accurate than the present experi-
mental single-element cold flow data.
In retrospect, the nominal OfF shear coaxial
model should have been described by Equation (24) instead of Equation (10). The
effect of (PD./PDE ) was not missed because both oxidizer and fuel injection1
dynamic heads were approximately equal and the ratio was close to unity. In the
shear coaxial OfF variation model, the oxidizer f exponent was coincidentally
set equal to unity as it should have been because the oxidizer element is com-
pletely surrounded by the fuel annulus. In hindsight, the fuel f exponent
should have been set approximately equal to 0.5 instead of 1.0 because the inter-
action only occurs on the inside surface of the fuel annulus. This error in the
fuel exponent was not recognized because the l4/(O/F) term in the equivalent
injection dynamic head parameter (see Equation (14)) heavily weights PDE toward
the fuel side. Consequently, the (PDf/PDE ) ratio is close to unity and the
error in the exponent was not detected at that time. In the like doublet model,
both fuel and oxidizer f exponents were again set equal to 1.0. This may have
been an adequate approximation because the fuel to oxidizer doublet spacing
(which was experimentally varied) was small in comparison to the total spray fan
width. Finally, it took the parallel sheet data to refine Equation (24) to its
present status. There are probably additional modifications to Equation (24)
which are required to further improve its accuracy in describing special element
types.
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II, C, Task lIB - Cold Flow Model Testing and Analysis (cont.)
The above mixing model progression graphically
illustrates an intriguing dilemma. That is, an exact mathematical model which
rigorously and simultaneously accounts for all physical considerations becomes
cumbersome, unwieldy, and finally totally intractable mathematically. On the
other hand, an approximate mathematical model such as was derived above can be
relatively straightforward, easily hand calculated, and sheds considerable
valuable physical insight into the process being investigated with a relatively
modest expenditure of time and funding. However, it must be realized that this
method too has its limitation. Its limitation is that, because it is an approxi-
mate model, exact correlation between analytical prediction and measured data
cannot always be expected. Therefore, if only minor deviations occur between
prediction and data because of neglected second order effects or because of
coincidental test conditions, these errors must be attributed to either the
analytical or measurement "noise level" without being aware of the analytical
shortcomings within the approximate model. Therefore, the only way that the
accuracy of the approximate model can be further improved is to encounter signifi-
cant and recognizable errors between analysis and data. In other words, success-
ful predictions cannot further improve model accuracy; only through failure can
there be a possibility for further refinement. The necessary failure can only
be achieved by experience. This means that, ideally, every Task lIB cold flow
condition which was experimentally tested should be analytically modeled.
Unfortunately, this is beyond the scope of the current program.
In spite of the limitations in the approach taken
by the approximate mathematical model tempered by empirical data and experience,
this method provides the maximum return for the time and money spent. A
conceptually similar approach marrying theoretical/approximate mathematical
analysis and experimental data has been proven by ALRC in its success liquid pro-
pellant injector hydraulic, atomization, and vaporization dependent energy
release model developments.
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II,C, Task lIB - Cold Flow Model Testing and Analysis (cont.)
(d) Other Element Mixing Models
The approximate mathematical model develop-
ment effort is currently in progress for the conventional external impinging
F-O-F triplet element family.
The swirler coaxial and increased shear
coaxial element model description requirement is conceptually understood but
has not yet been performed. Although no significant analytical difficulties
are anticipated, only peripheral evaluations are presently scoped for
these elements.
No analytical effort has yet been made to
describe internal premix triplet and pentad elements. The conceptual pre-
mixing mechanism is understood based on a scrutiny of the experimental cold
flow data. The required initial approach to the mathematical model descrip-
tion has been identified.
d. Hot Flow Testing
It has been ALRC's belief that cold flow testing alone
could not completely describe the mixing process. Combustion does impact
the mixing profiles generated in cold flow testing. In Ref~rence 2, this
impact was described both analytically and empirically for a conventional
shear coaxial element. In general, the combustion adversely biased the mixture
ratio profiles; i.e., mixing profiles measured in cold flow were displaced
axially by combustion. As part of this program, the effects of combustion
were studied for a high mixing efficiency element, the swirl element ..
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II, C, Task lIB - Cold Flow Model Testing and Analysis (cont.)
A hot flow test series was conducted with the objective
of determining whether combustion influenced the profiles of a swirl coaxial
element. The experimental program measured the mixture ratio distribution of
both hot and cold flow gas flow fields generated with identical hardware and
flow conditions. The only difference between these tests was that, in one case,
the HZ-O Z propellants were burning and, in the other case, they were not. The hot flow
hardware was, in fact, the hardware of the cold flow program.
This testing was conducted in the steam-cooled chamber
and utilized a double-walled, hot HZ cooled probe* to withdraw the gas sample.
The sample was routed into the mass spectrometer via copper steam-heated tubing.
The resulting data conclusively indicated a combustion mixture ratio profile
substantially different than the cold flow profile. These data are presented in
Figure 50 as a function of the probe radial and axial distance. This figure
indicates that the cold flow mixture ratio gradients had essentially dissipated
at the first axial position, indicative of the desiyablemixing qualities of the
swirl coaxial element. Comparing the hot flow profiles with the cold flow
profiles at the same length, it is apparent that the mixture ratio profiles are
steeper (greater deviations from uniformity) and persist to 7.17 in. (18.Z5 m)
These data substantiate that the combustion does adversely affect the mixing.
These data are plotted in a different format in Figure 51; they indicate that
three mixing zones are possible:
(1) The near zone where copious mass transfer takes place and
combustion is initiated.
(Z) An intermediate zone where the large density changes of
combustion products displace the oxidizer inward and the
fuel outward.
(3) A region where the continued rotation of the oxidizer-rich
core promotes radial diffusion of the oxidizer-rich products
into the fuel-rich mantle.
*Particular care must be taken in this type of testing to ensure that the combustion
products (H20) do not condense anywhere in the system. Thus, all components were
heated to over 250°F during testing using either steam or heated hydrogen.
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II, Technical Progress Summary (cont.)
D. TASK IlIA - SINGLE-ELEMENT HOT FIRING DESIGN AND FABRICATION
The single-element hot firing stand is complete and the hot fire
hardware is being installed. The hot fire chambers have been designed and
fabricated. Three 50-lbf-thrust chambers were built and are shown in Figure 52.
Two chambers are 2.0 in. long with a 2.5 and 3.5 contraction ratio. The third
chamber is 5.5 in. long with a 2.5 contraction ratio. All the chambers have a
area ratio, A /A = 1.75. They will be heat sink in type and are designed to
e t '
have a 2-sec duration while maintaining adequate thermal response. Twelve
thermocouples are buried at approximately midwall depth. The thermocouples are
located 0.5-in. apart axially and in three rows, 45 0 apart circumferentially.
Provisions are made for a spark type igniter to be located in the chamber wall. The
two P taps are located near the injector face and at the entrance to the con-
e
vergent section of the nozzle.





coaxial, and the 33% premix triplet. This hardware is currently being
modified from the cold flow hardware and will be manufactured and tested during
the next reporting period.
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III. CURRENT PROBLEMS
No technical problems are evident at this time. The program has slipped
approximately one and a half months. It is anticipated that some portion of this
time can be recovered in the hot fire testing.
IV. WORK PLANNED
The remaining single-element cold flow data will be analyzed in the next
report period. The hot fire single-element injectors will be tested and the
data analysis will be initiated.
V. CONSUMABLES
The table below lists the consumption to date of propellants and gases
together with the anticipated usage during the following month:
Consumed Predicted for
to Date Next Month
HZ 5946 1bs ZOO 1bs
He 1926 1bs 0 1bs
NZ 13.1 tons 7 tons
Page 46
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